
It’s great to have a brand, but it is more important to have brand recognition and be seen by others. Knowing how to  
effectively brand yourself on social media can be one of the most important parts of growing your business.

Creating On-Brand Social Media Content

The Do’s + Do Not’s of Using Your Logo

Logo File Types Brand Archetypes

Using the proper file types and color  
modes are just as important as being 

 consistent through typography,  
spacing and color palettes.

Simply fostering the personality traits of your desired archetype can be a powerful  
way to connect with your ideal audience. Try using a vocabulary bank, using common  

words often in your copy and see how much of a shift your brand personality feels to you  
and your audience.

For printing, it is best to use CMYK. 
For large print runs, use PANTONE.

For web, it is best to use RGB.

The Innocent: seek to stick closely to their values + are always full of optimism. 

The Explorer: not afraid to hold an individualistic view on topics + stand out.

The Regular Guy: finds validation in being accepted by the masses.

The Ruler: takes rules that currently exist + refines them.

The Sage: seek to show the truth + spread knowledge to empower their followers. 

The Rebel: actively thinking + living outside the box. 

The Lover: focus on the things that really matter in life.

The Hero: transform, inspire + change lives. 

The Magician: dreamers that take you into a world of pure imagination. 

The Jester: joy, humor and laughter are the key ingredients.

The Caregiver: motivated by the true + honest care they can give to their audience.

The Creator: the innovator of a new way of expression in their field. 

Use the logos provided in your various brand colors.

Don’t get silly and do something weird with the logo (please, and thank you!).

Use the ‘primary’ logo as priority, and ‘secondary’ or ‘sub-mark’ logos as alternatives.

Do not rotate, stretch, crop, skew or alter the logo.

Provide plenty of space around the logo. Make it big or small, just don’t make it cluttered.

Never obstruct or add to the logo or change its colors.

Maintain strong contrast between the logo and background.

Don’t apply effects (such as drop shadow) to the logo.

.AI - Scalable vector without transparent  
backgrounds. Best for print.

.EPS - Scalable vector with  
transparent backgrounds. Best for print.

.PNG - Raster file with transparent  
background. Great for web when  

transparency is needed.

.JPG - Raster file without  
transparency. Great for web.


